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STUDENT
SHOWROOM
EWU students showed
off their talents at the
recent Creative Work
Symposium
See page
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FINAL INSTALMENT
for the Tobacco challenge
See page

WHY
do students eat
so unhealthy?
Many factors
contribute to bad
eating habits.
See page
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Meet the field of challengers
See page
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Healthy diets can be hard to swallow
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1racy Stephens
R'fJOl1l!r

Most students will admit that once college
life began, they started eating unhealthy, had less
time for physical activity and as a result gained
weight. What used to be the "freshman 15" has
now become the "freshman 25." So, why do the
eating habits of students change once they hit
the college scene? Well, according to nutritioniru, reasons for higher weight gain in college are
all-you-can-eat food choices, late-night eating,
high fat snacking, alcohol drinking, and physical

inactivity.
Dressler Hall, like other dorms on campus, is
the home of many binge snacking, pizza eating
and exercise lacking students who are primary
examples of the weight problem lingering over
college campuses. In recording the daily food
Lntake of one Dressler resident, I found a perfect
example of a student with an extremely poor
diet. On April 16, 2001, an EWU freshman that
wished not to be named, said he ate donuts,
chocolate milk, biscuits and gravy, followed by a
candy bar and a pop for breakfast. His lunch
included a cheeseburger, fries, coke and a slice of
cheesecake. And for dinner, a French-dip sandwich from a deli.
Robin McQuary, a 19-year-old sophomore
who lives with two roommates in an apanmelll
off campus claims that her diet was much bener
when she lived at home, but much worse when
she lived in the dorms. She claims that she ate
best when she was living at home because her
mom and dad cooked for her and there were

Ann Selkowitz Lin, a registered dietician and author of
"The College Student's Guide
to Eating Well on Campus,"
says that students fall under
five main categories. The fast
is junk food junkies who primarily eat from vending machines and high-sugar, highfat fast foods throughout the
day. They eat too many calories and still are deficient in nutrients.
Then there are those students who are fat-free fans focusing on foods that are not
necessarily healthy. They are
Ste,enJ Sany/Easterner
always hungry because there
.6,. Freshman Jason Demeroutis eats a not-so-healthy meal. body isn't properly fueled.
Third are the vegetarians
fruits and vegetables in the house at all times.
who don't know what to eat instead of meat.
"Now that I live with other people it is hard They substitute fanening pastas with sauces and
to have those foods in the house because every- diet cokes for other proteins like beans. The inone eats different types of foods," said McQuary. dulgers eat and drink whatever they want and
"When you have LO share food and money, you usually go way over suggested serving sizes. They
don't have much of a choice."
don't realize when they're hungry and when
According to an EWU survey, 53 percent of they're full. And finally, there are the sensible
college students would eat healthy if they had eaters. They maintain a balanced diet and mantime and money, and 86 percent said that it is age not to gain weight.
cheaper and easier to eat unhealthy because fast
"The two main problems college students
food i.s inexpensive and there are no dirty dishes face are too many calories from drinking and
or spoiled !efLOvers. Eighty percent of the stu- snacking," said Selkowitz Litt. "I have talked to
dents surveyed said that being a college student students who drink a sLX-pack of beer and then
affects their eating habits because they have no have a half of a pizza a few times a week, which
time or money LO eat what they want.
can add up to 2,000 calories."

So what can be
done about this
problem? Well according to Lynn
Grieger, a registered
dietician, there are
four basic tips to beating the "freshman
25":
1.

Healthy dorm s11acks
- Fresh and Canned

Fn,its
- English Muffins

-Popcorn
- Frozen Fruit Bars or

Sorbet

- Graham Crackers
- Multi-grain Crackers
- Instant Soup
- Raisins
- Baby Carrots and
Vegetable Juices

Remember to eat
three meals every day.
-Rice Cakes
Your brain and body
Good frozen dinners
can't function prop-Healthy Choice Bowl
erly if you routinely
Creations
skip meals.
-Lenn Cuis ine Selections
2.
Carry a water bonle everywhere
Good snack bars
you go. You'll save
-Balance Bars
money on sodas,
-Power Bars
avoid calories and remain hydrated.
3.
Grab a piece of fruit when you leave
the dining hall, dorm room or apartment. T his
will make a healthy snack later.
4.
Keep quick snacks in your room such a
pretzels, low-fat popcorn and unsweetened cereal.
Although good eating is essential to a healthy
lifestyle, exercise is also very important. Find an
exercise that you enjoy such as walk ing, hiking,
jogging, skiing, Nordic Track, aerobics, stair
climbing, cycling, dancing, yoga or martial atts.
The important thing is not necessarily what kind
of exercise you do, but rather the consistency of
yourwotkout.

Students more prone to eating disorders?
Bulimia may afflict more
students than most think
Tricia G underson
Reporter

She opens the f rcdge, and grabs an apple.
She quickly slides to the pantry, and grabs
the bag of cookies like a child sneaking a
treat before dinner. The once full bag becomes empty within minutes. Next it is the
ice cream, then the Top Ramen. Before moving to the cabinet on the rcght she drinks a
glass of water. "This should make it easier,"
she whispers. She f ramically pours herself a
bowl of cereal and splashes enough non-fat
milk on it to reach the edge of the bowl.
She consumes it as though she is trying to
conceal a hidden addict10n .
After her cravings end, she has another
glass of water and slips into the bathroom .
She turns on the fan to hide any noise and

releases yet another painful day.
Bulimia is an eating disorder that is constantly on the rise in adolescent women. It
is usually brought on by a multitude of factors such as family pressures, emotional distress and personality disorders. It is almost
advertised in the American culture where
there is an overabundance of food and an
obsession with thinness.
Bulimia Nervosa, which LS more common
that Anorexia Nervosa is characterized by frequent cycles of bingeing and purging. Patients diagnosed with bulimia average about
14 episodes of bingeing and purging per
week. An average binge in most patients
with bulimia averages about 1,000 calories
but intake during a binge can be as high as
20,000 calories. That is enough caloric intake for 10 days on an average diet.
When my best friend admitted to me this
year that she was bulimic, I was shocked. I
would have11ever guessed that she would
have the disorder. She wasn ' t skinncer or
frailer than before nor would she ever out

eat me.
After she confessed and asked for my
help, I began to research her illness. I quickly
learned why I hadn't noticed she had a problem.
Most bulimics maintain a normal body
weight and this
is how many of
them hide their
disorder.
When I asked
her what sbe
considered a
binge, I expected
to hear an entire
package of Top
Ramen and a
regular Coke.
Instead she said ,
no Tricia, not only do I eat that but then I
go back and make a box of pasta, eat a bowl
of ice cream and then eat some vegetables.
It was then, that she explained to me the
purging stage.

She said she slips into the bathroom right
after the family dinner and throws it all up.
She told me she got so fast she cou ld do it
without ever being questioned by her fam-

ily.
On the www.health.msn.com website it
was reported that
two thirds of high
school students
were on diets, although only 20
percent were actually overweight.
And some studces
show that 80 percent of female college students have
binged.
Bulimia has increased at a greater rate than anorexia over
the past several years. Estimates of bulimia
in young women range from 3-10 percent.

As a friend I've learned the
best way I can help is to not tell
her she looks too skinny or unhealthy. She already knows this.
Instead I talk to her. I really listen to what she has to say and
offer to help in anyway I can.

See "811/imw, ·· pg 5
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Clark honored after successful year
Steven J. Barry
AssLStani Editor

Dan Clark is Mr. Eastern.
That's not an opinionated statement, either,
because during this year's homecoming celebration he actually was named Mr. Eastern.
And now, aher a year of serving as the Associated Students Athletic Affairs Representative,
he's earned another honor. At a farewell/welcome picnic that he organized, he was surprised
by being announced as this year's council member of the year.
"It's a great honor to have been selected for
this award. Many people on the council are deserving of it," Clark said. "The council has accomplished more this year than many year's in
the past. All of the council this year is deserving
of the award."
Clark has taken the bull by the horns this year
in his position, tackling projects that in year's
past would have been considered out of an
ASEWU council member's league.
Some of his biggest projects include a community outreach program to help troubled youth

in the community, helping to raise $140,000 for
student athlete scholarships for next year, an excused absence policy designed to improve athlete graduation rates, and, most recently, the establishment of a new student scholarship fund
fueled by the revenue earned from three new
Pepsi machines to be placed in the PUB over the
summer.
Clark's time hasn't been spent solely at the
ASEWU office this year, however. He is also an
Eagle Ambassador, a member of Students In
Free Enterprise, a member of the Sigma Nu
Fraternity, and the co-founder of the Public Relations Student Society of America (under the
leadership of Ken Anderson, Clark was quick to
point out). He's also been offered an ROTC
scholarship and was recently nominated for
Who's Who Among College Students.
School involvement like this is not unfamiliar territory for Clark. At Naselle High School, i.n
southwest Washi.ngton State, he was the team
captain of every sport he participated in and Student Body President.
"I've always been a leader, ever since high
school," he said. "I like to step in and lead. I

I

TJr
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Dan Clark is all smiles as one of the ASEWUs most successful years comes
to a close. Clark was named council member of the year for 2000-2001.

know how to follow, but I like to lead."
He said that although he's always considered
himself a leader, it wasn't until he joined Sigma
Nu that his leadership ability really came into it's
own.

"They showed me how to utilize my
leadership abilities," he said.
ASEWU President Bree Holsing

Collins Family
Dentistry

agrees with the selection of Clark fort he award
whole heartedly.
"He is defi.nitely well-deserving," she said.
"He has shown himself not only in AS but in
other activities, whether it be Eagle Ambassado rs or SIFE. If I had to choose someone for
this award, I'd want someone with [Dan Clark's]
qualities."

News Briefs
Graduation ceremonv approaching
Baccalaureate Service June 15: A multi-faith service celebrating the accomplishments of
graduating seniors will be held on June 15 at 3:00 p.m. Students and their families are
invited to attend by the Spiritual Awareness Council of EWU, the sponsors of the event.
For more information, call 994-6879.

Tobacco Challenge survivors to appear at Clean Air Expo

FREE TEETH \ VHITE INC *

Tobacco Challenge survivors John Wilson and Tripp Tibetts will be meeting the public
at the Health and Wellness Clean Air Expo on May 31. The event wi.ll take place from 11 :00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the PUB Multipurpose Room.

Parking permit sales begin June 4th
!h i l h 1• l llhl l lh.! \ .i l•1t \~"!I

Summer, Annual, and Fall parking permits will be available at the Red Barn, loc,ued at
7,hand Washington, on June 4. All outstanding parking fines mus. be paid before buy mg
a new permit. Only one permit per customer is allowed. Summer 2001 permm will be sold
at the approved 2000 year price. Annual and Fall permits reflect the 2001 price schedule No
permits are available for Lot 1 or Lot 10. Please call parking services at 359-7275 for more
information.
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Armv accepting ocs applications
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U.S. Army Now Accepting Applications for Officer Candidate School; l\len and
women who are receiving four year degrees and are interested in becoming ofticers
in the Army are invited to contact Staff Sergeant Webster at 939-4135.
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Newly remodeled Monroe Hall
hosts fourth annual symposium
E

EgrainJack
&p,,t,,,

In a newly remodeled Monroe Hall, guests
were treated to a presentation of talent and hard
work May 24th.
The fourth annual symposium hosted an array of presentations, both oral and visual, that
represented some of the university's finest scholarly endeavors.
As stated on the program cover, "the mission of the symposium is to promote student
research, scholarship, and creative activity done in
partnership with faculty or other mentors as a
vital component of higher education." An invitation was issued to students, faculty and ad-

May 31 , 2001

research at EWU. "Research is a way to expand the
educational process. Through it I've learned a lot
about myself and made many good relationsbips
with people including my mentors," said Dang.
His Friend Kenny laugbingly chided him saying,
" It was all just to get the girls.Just kidding," he
goes on, "research is just a great extracurricular

way to learn."
Contributing to the poster presentation, Lin
Sou and Michael W. Cabbage, also biology majors
under the mentorship of Lightfoot, stood ready
and able to enlighten visitors about their work.
Researching the optimization of an inexpensive
growth medium for tissue culture, Sou and
Cabbage's work will hopefully produce a simple,
less expensive, device that may be used in the
ministrarors to attend, hear and discuss underthird world. Surprisingly, the answers are to these
graduate and graduate creative and scholarly work. efforts may be discovered in the exploration of a
The morning (
tapioca-based growth
started wirh coffee, I
medium. Research
pastries and a student
on cassava at EWU
music performance,
has three main foci:
optimization of inexfeaturingJason-Jackson Smith on rrumI'' ·
pensive growth medium for tissue culpet, • nd John Breach
on piano. The mornrure of cassava, develing session included
opment and optimisrudent oral presen.I
zarion of a genetations given in the
aLUJ,tyoro
rnentorsasa'UwuCom- rransferdevicetopro-

The mission Of t h e
sympOSlUm i.s to nromote stu-

I

I dent research, scholarship·'and ere-

atii:eactivi1:ydoneinP1rtnershipwith
fir___
ther
_.:~ _/

l flrmPnto!Ztt'ohereducation.

f1rstfioorclassrooms.
The keynote address r~•
v
1 u•o·
ri tled "Setting the
Stage for Discovery," given ar noon by Dr.Jeanne
Small, department of chemistry, explored ideas
presented by Robert S. Root-Bernstein and their
relationship to student and faculty research at
EWU.
The afternoon session included more student
oral presentation, and on the second floor poster
presentations were given in the Women's Study
lounge.
ChungDang,departmentofchemistry,spoke
at 1:00 explaining about his work in quantitative
studies of mesangial cell growth using, glomeruli isolations from rat kidneys. Dang worked
underthe mentorsbip of biology professor, Dr.

j duce transgenic cassava plants, and development of a pro-

tective gene.
Symposium committee members included
Dr. Karen McKinney, director of the McNair
Scholars program, and tbe symposium director,
Dr. Larry Briggs, Associate Vice President for
Graduate Studies, Mr. Mark Baldwin, Assistant
Vice President for Undergraduate Studies, Dr.Jennifer Thomson, Assistant Professor of Geology,
and Mr. Michael Dallaway, McNair Scholar. Also
instrumental in the success of the symposium
were Dr. Peter Dual, Provost and Vice President
forAcademicAffairs,Dr.RooaldDalla, ViceProvost and Dean for Graduate and Undergraduate
Studies,
Trish

Don Lightfoot, and was advised by Dr. Rick Meek,
Sheryl Cooney and Dr. Katherine Turtle, from
the Heart Institute of Spokane.
Dang, a Vietnamese native, immigrated to
the United States, and graduates this June co go
on to research as part of a team at the primate
center in Medical Lake, searching for a cure for
HJV. Staying behind at EWU and continuing
Dang's work with the Heart Institute is Dang's
colleague and friend, sophomore, Ray Kenney.
Dang's advisors, impressed with Kenny, put him
together with Dang to prepare to replace bim as
the work continues.
Dang expressed an enormous amount of
enthusiasm, reflecting on his contributions and
the experience he has been privy to during his

McFarland, Director
of Corporate and
F oundatioos Rel ations, and Ruth
Galm, Assistant Vice
President of Grants
and Research Development.
Dr. McKinney, in
expressing her gratitude for all of those
who helped make
the symposium
possible, singled out
Dallaway as "her
right hand man .

~•

Egrain Jack/Easterner

• Katherine M. Aiello talks with the rest of her presentation team during last
Thursday's Creative Works Symposium.
Michael assisted me in setting up the whole thing," formance by Mindy Sparks. Sparks pe1formed her
said McKinney. After graduation, Dallaway will compositions on guitar and presented her recontinue his academic pursuits at Arizona State corded computer music.
University.
Sparks was assisted in her performance by
The McNair Scholars Program prepares low- Olivia Brownlee. Brownlee recited the sixth and
income, first generation college students and stu· seventh verses of the 2g•h psalm to Sparks' backdents from groups underrepresented in graduate ground music. Sparks described the performance
education for doctoral study. The McNair Pro- as" a piece where the computer is one instrument
gram was established by the U.S. Department of and Olivia is the other instrument". Sparks ofEducation and named for astronaut and Chal- fered that she chose Olivia "for her stage presence,
lenger space shuttle crewmember, Ronald E. because she is an awesome performer, and beMcNair. The McNair program at EWU began in cause she is Christian and so believes what she is
the fall of 1995. For more information on the saying."
McNair Scholars Program, visit hllp_;.L..L
This form of music is written for speaker and
electronics. The medium provides depth and dewww.ewu.edu/studentserv/mcnair.
An afternoon reception and closing ceremony scription to describe my personal impression of
was held at 3:00 p.m. in the second floor lounge t Psalm 28:6,7," explained Sparks, who has prorecognize student presenters. Refreshments were duced a CD of her music, and was referred to play
served and guests enjoyed a student music per- at the reception by her professor, Dr. Middleton.
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U. of Utah charged with discrimination

5
Bulimia:

affecting students

Frompg. 2
U-WIRE
SALT LAKE CITY - The curtains have

drawn, the orchestra engaged and another player
has entered stage right in the continuing drama
of Christina Axson-Flynn's civil lawsuit against
the Universicy of Utah.
A former U student in the Actor Training
Program, Axson-Flynn's lawsuit accuses several
theater department staff members of religious
discrimination. U.S. District Judge Tena
Campbell will preside over a preliminary hearing
of the lawsuit Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Frank
Moss Building.
A member of T h e Chu rch of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, Axson-Flynn refused to use
words she found offensive in an audition. Professors allegedly "repeatedly and forcefully pressured her to agree that it was necessary to be able
to use them as an actor,,,
according to the lawsuit.
To minimize court costs, judges can dispose
cases making "frivolous claims" at such hearings, said James McConkie of Parker &
McConkie, the firm filing the law suit. AxsonFlynn's legal services are being provided free of
charge, or pro bone.
Alin Balmanno, a lawyer in the attorney
general's office representing the U in this case,

has filed a summary judgement motion and will on the importance of the constitutional quesattempt to show Axso n-Flynn's claims are in- tion that's at stake."
deed frivolous. Should Campbell dismiss the
Johnson finds it remarkable how little would
case, Parker & McConkie will appeal. Otherwise, be required of th~ U to accommodate Axsonthe case will go to trial in one to two years, Flynn.
"She objects to using God's name disrespectMcConkie estimates.
"We think it's a straightforward case," fully," Johnson said. "The Supreme Court recognizes the
McConkie said "The U
right to say
has a responsibilicy to
be tolerant of all reliWe think it's a straightfo rward these words,
(we) hope
gions: Mormons, Bapcase. The U has a responsibility the governtists, Muslims."
Vice President for
to be tolerant of all religions: ment would
recognize the
1.Jniversity Relations
Mormons, Baptists, Muslims.
right not to
Fred Esplin asserts that
say these
the U did in fact accommodate Axson-Flynn,
kinds
of
-James McConkie words."
and her allegations are
without merit. AxsonEsp Ii n
Lawyer for Christina Axon-Flynn
Flynn was not resuspects
moved from the proParker an d
gram; she left the program of her own volition, McConkie's inclusion of Johnson might indicate the firm's concern overthe lack of strength
Esplin said.
To provide their legal team with a "fresh per- of the case.
"We don't know what the judge may do, but
spective," Parker & McConkie have enlisted the
help of Chicago attorney Steffen Johnson, who we continue to believe the theater department
has litigated First Amendment religious issues was entirely within their rights to require Axsonthroughout the country, according to McConkie. Flynn to meet the curriculum in the department,"
"He sees this in a broader perspective than Esplin said. "We anticipate that we would get a
people do here," McConkie said. "(He's) focused favorable ruling."

STUDENT SUMMER WORK
$12.75 Base Appt.
❖
❖

❖
❖

❖
❖
❖

❖

FT and PT Openings
Flexible Hours
Evening and Weekend Shift Available
No Experience Neces ary
Extensive Training Provided
All Majors May Apply
Some Internships and
Corporate Scholarship Available
No Door to Door or Telephone Sales

Interview now , ~tart aflcr finals .

CALL ........ (5 09) 892-1723
www.workforstudents.com/np

Many experts claim this problem is extremely underestimated because many people
can conceal their purging and do not become
noticeably underweight.
This was my best friend 's problem . From
the time I met her she had been obsessed
with her figure. Her workout schedule was
excruciating and she would hardly ever eat
At 5'1" she weighed just barely over 100 lbs.
She didn ' t look healthy and was always
stressed by challenging college courses. I
knew she had a problem, but I thought if
she had an eating disorder it would be anorexia.
After a few too many months of starving herself, ber body grew weak and she knew
she had to begin eating. This is how the
bingeing began. When the body is used to
coffee as t he pri m ary meal source and finally
gets a taste of something solub le, it doesn't
know when to stop.
After a few binges she began to feel guilty
and t h e t rip to t he nearest bat hroom was
her only rescue.
I have known her for nearly two years and
have on ly seen h er bi n ge once. She promised m e that she kept it down but I knew
her patterns too well. Unfortunately, the fan
roari ng in the bathroom covered up any trace
of evidence.
It is the worst feeling to see a person you
love so much going through so much pain
What is sad is that you know the problem
rea ll y isn't the food or the weight, or even
the amount of body fat clinging to their frail
bones. It lies deeper that that. Emotional
problems and family problems are often the
greatest influence for young men and women
to start the cycle.
As a friend I've learned the best way I c.1n
help is to not tell her she looks too skin n y
or unhealthy . She already knows this. Instead I talk to her. I really listen to what she
has to say and offe r to help in anyway I can
Hopefully my words in print and my love
for my best friend will help her to break the
cycle.
If someone you know has or you think
they have an eating disorder, get help It,.
o nly a matter of time before it 1s too late,

WASTED ,

YOUTH.

I

~~ I
~
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Steven J. Barry
Assist.ant Editor

Watches are going out of style. This
could be because of a variety of factors,
to include the growing popularity of
cell phones, almost all of which tell
time, or it could be that T ornmy Hilfiger
decided that wrists have finally come
into their own as a sexy body pan that
shouldn't be covered up. Whatever the
reasons may be, this trend is going to
end up gening people in trouble.
The negative impacts of this trend
grow exponentially when you step on
the campus of Eastern Washington
University-the Land of a Thousand
Times. I can think of no other place a
watch would be more necessary than
here, where time travel is as normal a
pan of a student's daily routine as biscuits and gravy.
The anomaly seems to have the least
impact in the PUB. Sure, you might
find yourself leaping a brief five minutes into the past here or there, but
most of the time you're caught up by
the time you get to the top of the stairs.
It does make sense to keep space-time
continuum disconions to a minimum
in a place where people are eating-too
much could certainly have some strange
effects on gravy digestion.
When you leave the PUB, however,
the anomaly gets completely out of

hand. Students attending class in the
music building, for example, have it
particularly bad. Leaving the PUB at
11:50 for a rehearsal puts them in the
practice room around four in the afternoon. A quick stroll up the stairs
knocks them closer to where they
should be, but a few steps down one
of the hallways could put them as early
as eight in the morning or as late as
5:45 p.m. depending on which hallway.
Not until they make their way back
down to the main music office are they
back where they belong.
Patterson Hall seems to have the
most distortions. They may be a bit
smaller than the ones in the music building, but Patterson Hall has the most. I
went to investigate this several days ago,
and I was appalled at what I discovered.
I started on the bottom floor of
Patterson at exactly 2:00 p.m. in room
103, the auditorium. I took a lap around
the hall looking for clocks, then made
my way upstairs to the Department of
English, and I had traveled forward to
almost 2:01. I walked around the perimeter of the building and stuck my
head in a few of the classrooms, and
each time I had traveled forward anywhere from ten to twenty seconds between rooms. By the time I made it
upstairs to the language lab, I had leapt
forward to almost 2:04 p.m. I counted a
total of 37 different time changes while

in the building. Appalling.
While Patterson Hall has the most
leaps and the Music Building has some
of the most drastic, nowhere on campus does the anomaly take a greater toll
on the sanity of the students than in
the JFK Library. Attheir whim, some
days the powers that be decide there
will be no time in the JFK Lbrary. No,
not "no change in time," but no time.
None at all. Days this happens are announced to students only by a white
piece of paper hanging 0ver the clocks,
accompanied by an odd feeling of despair. But no one ever really feels the
despair, because they don't have time
to, because there is no time at that point
in time, bur there's no point in time
if. .. damn them. Damn those timestealing bastards. There are sometimes
a few places in the library where time
has simply stopped, and thankfully
most students have the common sense

to steer clear of those areas, lest they be
trapped there forever.
Another problem caused by the
space•time continuum distonions on
campus is the waste of one of our
most valuable natural resources-daylight. The rest of the world decides to
save daylight once a year, to make sure
it will be there when today's children
become tomorrow's adults, but not at
Eastern. Because of our ability to warp
time, someone for some reason decided

that Eastern wasn't going to participate
in daylight conservation, so we just go
on wasting it. An hour a day every day
on every clock on campus. That adds
up to a total of 7,018 hours wasted
throughout the daylight conservation
season ,f there were only one clock in
every building. But does Eastern Environmental say anything about that?
Noooo! They' re too busy saving their
God-forsaken pelicans, while meanwhile and all the while daylight gets
shorter and shorter in supply. It's because of schools like Eastern that the
world will be pitch black someday.
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At any rate, if you can find a steady
one around here, watches are more necessary here than anywhere else. The
problem is that they're completely useless because of the massive amount of
distortions. Until the powers that be
choose to relent their sick torture of
the student body's internal clock, we'll
just have to fork over the extra twentygrand or so each for a chrono-synclastic
infundibulacable watch-capable of
resisting the distortions of the on campus space time continuum anomalyand watch as Eastern sucks the daylight from the Earth little by little.
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JUSt Startedsmoking Cigarettes, and
I have no desire to quit. Not yet.
Okay, I didn't just start. I smoked
about 10 a day when I was 17-18, but I
ran out of money, so I quit. Cold turkey. Aheadacheandajitteryweekend
~ter, I rejoined the ranks of clean-breathmg Amenca. Four years and one
dish washing position after that, I resume pollutmg.

I have several bones to pick with
several aspects of the whole "bad tobacco" thing.
First of all, cigarettes-like beer pizza,
red meat and promiscuous sex~al activity-provide basic comfort fortoday's
youth. Theyarecreaturecomfonsthat
add sparkle. None of the above are
good for you, but a cigarette is the only
above item that goes great with Earl
Grey tea. And morning. A cig is a great
way to jumpstart a day. I think it's un-

fair [myopicJto single out nicotine as
the most evil of my above list ofusual
suspects.
Let's go there: beer, pizza, red meat
and promiscuous sexual activity. Remember that commercial of those rubber-gloved hands squeezing out a
clogged artery? We are to believe it belonged to a smoker. What they didn't
tell their audience was that the previous
owner of that clogged vascular superhighway was likely an obese man who
ate red meat more than seven times a
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In my day ... Cheney was
not the center of the universe
Zan Lanouette
Editorial Assistant

When I was young, I left my town
of residence daily, not once a week or
once a month. As the summer draws
nigh, I realize that my time spent in
Cheney[excluding the breaks of course]
has put me in an irreversible time warp.
My year here as a freshman can easily be
described as a decade and the world I
came from fades back to a surreal
memory of forgotten ti mes. Yes,
EWUers, it is the beginning of June
and our year here at our home away
from home will soon be up. Some will
graduate, some will trartSfer, some will
stay enrolled, and others will merely
drop out. Nevertheless, let us not forget that nauseating feeling we have that
Cheney is the center of the universe.
Cheney, to an Eastern Washington
University student, is the center of the
universe. There is no getting around it.
The world must revolve around us,
seeing as we see nothing of the outside world more times than not. Everything else from Spokane [though
Costco and Wal- Mart are well worrh
the journey] to Ritzville [ watch the
speed traps] is revolving around us.
Cheney Cinemas is our sun, Rosa's
Pizza is our moon, Taco Bell, Safeway,
Excell Foods, and McDonalds are all
our planets, and Ben Franklin is our

galaxy.
When polled, eight out of the 10
students I questioned agreed with my
claim about our small town being the
core. Why wouldn't they agree? Cheney
IS where it's at! If you need a sled, make
a little trip to Ben Franklin. If you feel
those unbearable hunger pains after
Baldy's and the Mo-Street Cafe closes,

make a run to the border and pick yourself up some burritos at the Taco Bell.
What more could the hub of the universe possibly require?
Cheney is comparable to many of
the great cities of the world. Our EWU
round dorms are easily mistaken for
the skyscrapers of New York, our wheat
fields are as golden and smooth as the
sands of Egypt, our small shopping
district is as quaint and rustic as any
little fashionable city in Europe, and
our weather reflects all the wondeiful
extremes from Siberia to Ecuador. The
changing temperatures keep us residents seasonal and never bored. The
Willow Springs Hotel may as well be
the Ritz-Carlton and Bank of America
any glitzy Switzerland monopoly. We
have it all, folks.
The name "Cheney" even rolls off
the tongue nicely. It would be horrible
if the center of the universe were
named Bartholomewton or Phileas
Foggville. Those names do not replicate the same sense of prestige and
eminence that the name Cheney possesses.
So, in my day I would not have been
able to write those aforementioned
claims without bursting with laughter
and sarcasm. Upon my Eagle Preview
two Novembers ago, I did not leave
the Cheney city limits with visions of
splendor and grandeur dancing
through my head, I left with the dread
of the pending extreme boredom.
With this in mind, students, leave this
small town and even smaller campus
and rediscover the existing world
around us; a world of 24-hour Safeways
and more than two choices on how to
exit town.

week and guzzled Keystone Ice every
other day [plus smoking, which obviously didn't help things].
Is Dick Cheney a smoker? You can
be sure they won't be able to remove
his vascular deposits with a chisel. Let's
quit it with "evidence," as it usually is
not clear that the subjects do not have
other bad habits.
As for Debi, the woman with the
tracheotomy: How much do you
smoke, ma'am? I smoke two to four
cigarettesaday. Almostalwaysrwo. Will
that earn me the same fate?
Forget about the villainous "Big
Tobacco." I have not yet seen, read, or
heard anything deploring "Big Alcohol"
[Alcohol is too a drug], "Big Pornography,• or "Big Fast Food." All exist, all
deal in socially and/or physically detrimental products or services, all are corporations whose collective bottom line
is making a buck, thus all are inhumane,
thus all equally qualify for villainy.
R.J. Reynolds targeted youthful
smokers. I believe it. When the "Joe
Camel• ad campaign started, I think I
was about 10. I remember thinking
that if I did smoke, it wouldn't be Camels, because! didn't want anyone to associate the phallus-nosed character depicted on the billboards with my behavior. I thought Joe Camel was silly.
I also think that Mr. Clean is silly, considering he "sells" cleaning products. I
believe that if R.J. Reynolds was found
guiltyofbreakingthelaw, R.J. Reynolds
should be punished.
Some people believe that the best
way to discourage people from smoking is to have our federal government
enforce a "sin tax" on cigarettes. Some
of those people may also believe the
truth, which is that nicotine is chemically addictive, which means that addicts
will be more likely to pay more money
for their smokes [or smoke cheaper,
worse-for-you onesJthan quitting. This
means that while smokers will get
poorer, the government will get richer.
The vendors are neither culprits nor
victims. The tobacco corporations will
be fine, and they will survive, and they
will lobby, just like Anheuser-Busch.
Tax the crap out of smokers. Some
people .u-e addicted to their drugs, and

they will pay for them. If they can't,
they will break into your houses to steal
the audio equipment necessary to do
so. In any case, "BigTobacco"willstill
get the dough they need to be in the

black.
The culprit is "Big Government.•
It's another amoral, moneymaking corporation, another cancer growing in the
heart of the USA [United States of
Advertising], a masquerade festival of
hiding faster dollars behind philanthropy.
It gets a lot easier to understand if
you see "advertising campaign" and
"propaganda" as synonymous. Nobody really believes that the Nonhtown
Mall is a fun place to hang out, nobody
believes that McDonald's "loves to see
us smile," and I certainly don't believe
thatmagically,suddenlyourgovernment
gives a rat's ass about the well being of
its people regarding smoking.
Remember that era that ended in
1979? The one where the husband came
home from work and lit one up while
Fred Flintstone advertised Lucky Strikes
during commercials on the boob tube?
Where was all the philanthropy then?
Let me help you off of your glass fortification of "We Didn't Know How Bad
They Were For Us; We Were Duped By
Big Tobacco," you may get hurt: Ciga1
renes were known as ' cancer sticks" and
"coffin nails" since before the introduction and demise of the Edsel. Here's
your bandage: the people who were
"duped" were ignorant, not victimized.
They probably believed those commercials back in the early 60s where the
woman was smoking on a doctor's
11

bench for an "interview where she

claimed that she smoked all the time
and the doctor found nothing wrong
with her, "nothing at all." Do we really
want to give these people settlement
money? Did they believe that the Ford
Pinto was "built Ford tough?"
Smoking is not healthy. If you want
to be as healthy as possible, don't
smoke cigarettes, crack, crank, smack, or
marijuana. While you' re at it, purchase
a home air filtration system and only
leave the house if wearing an allergy
mask.
As far as I go, I've traded one evil for
another, and balanced some things out.
I'm going to be the healthiest smoker
around. [ exercise at least three times a
week at The Body Shop and I'm a vegetarian [except for the occasional white
fish or sal man].
If you have a problem with "Big
Tobacco,• you have two options: one
is to practice moderation and grow your
own tobacco plants. It can't be harder
than growing marijuana or tomatoes.
The otheroption isto not smoke. You
will not suffer if you don't
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The Tobacco Challenge was successful, said
everyone involved.
Tripp Tibbetts, one of the participants,
smoked a pack a day before the challenge.
He smoked half a pack this entire month.
T.J. Puckett went from a pack every two
days to five cigarettes this month. Sarah
Sanders smoked two packs every day. To
prepare for the Challenge she cut down to
one a day . She smoked four cigarettes since
beginning the Challenge. All of the challengers said they plan to be nonsmokers in
the future.
The Tobacco Challenge is a smoking cessation program that exposes its participants
to publicity, puts its quitters in situations
where they would ordinarily smoke and rewards the challengers with $100 when they
complete the program.
It was an experiment that worked and
could be even more successful next year, said
one of its planners, Marion Relph . "It has
the a lot of room for change and improvement, "she said. Relph worked for Heath
an·d Wellness with the Spokane Regional
Health District, Residence Life and Substance
Abuse Prevention to put the program together.
The Tobacco Challenge chose the most
diverse group it could out of 20 to 30 applications, Relph said. They wanted to represent as many student groups and quitting methods as possible, she said. After
reviewing applications and interviews, the
selection panel chose Sarah Sanders and T.J.
Puckett, a couple operating as one unit in
the challenge, Heather Hitchcock, John
Wilson, Tripp Tibbetts, Pedro?????, and
Natalie Stephenson [wh o wrote her quitting story in weekly installments for The

other, she and all of the participants "booked
it out," to have a cigarette after completing
the program, she said.
The most difficult challenge they face
though, is not smoking while drinking. One
participant,John Wilson, said he slipped up
over the weekend after tripping over this situation. Drinking and smoking go together,
said discussion leader Emily Fleury to resounding agreement.
Wilson isn't the only one who's slipped
up, but that doesn't mean they give up on
quitting, they say. "Slip-ups are like speed
bumps," Wilson said, "they get in your way,
but you just gotta go over them."
"Unless you go through the neighbor's
yard," Sanders said, laughing.
Fleury advised the group to reassure themselves that they are nonsmokers in order to
avoid slip-ups. When you feel at loose ends
when, for example, everyone goes outside to
smoke, she said, "just ask yourself 'what do
nonsmokers do?'.,
Besides thinking of themselves as nonsmokers and getting expert advice, having everyone watch them quit helped participants
too, they said. "Whenever I went to light up
I'd feel guilty," said Sanders, giving her reason for taking the challenge.
"We'd go hide behind a dumpster or something," said T.J. Puckett, describing how
ashamed he feels when he smokes, since he is
part of the Tobacco Challenge.
"It helped me," agreed the Easierner's very

own Natalie Stephenson, who said that knowing people might recognize her made it more
difficult to sneak a cigarette.
Besides the added pressure of publicity,
the challenge participants said eating helps
them fight cravings too. Tibbetts has a supply of candy canes for this purpose.
Many of them sleep more too. "I eat and
sleep all the time," Sanders said.
Some of the participants keep busy rather
than sleep to alleviate their cravings. Puckett
said he keeps himself active when he would
ordinarily stop for a cigarette. Tibbetts keeps
busy too, he said. "I get a lot more done
these days," he said.
The challenge participants' lives are changing. They are developing new habits to replace smoking. The changes are more than
that though. They are profound, and they are
subtle and varied.
Of course, the quitters' lung capacities are
increased. "This is the first week I've walked
up the stairs without huffing and puffing,"
Tibbetts said.
Wilson agreed and said his activity level
and endurance had increased as well.
Their senses are more acute, too, they all
said. "I've noticed a lot more people having
gas problems," said Stephenson.
Hitchcock said that she can smell herself
better too, and she's happy she ao longer
smells like stale cigarettes. She is repulsed
when she smells cigarette smoke on people,
she said, and wrinkled her nose.
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Easterner].
The Challenge put its seven participants in
situations where they would be tempted to
smoke. Among the challenges were watching
people smoke and having a cup of coffee
without an accompanying cigarette. This week
the participants are enjoying a meal at Red
Robin without smoking, which is not easy
for a new ex-smoker.
Challenger Tripp said he is pamcularly
tempted to smoke after eating. "When you
stop eating, that's when you want one the
worst." Most of the ot hers agreed. ot having a leisurely smoke after a meal 1s one of
the most difficult cha llenges a new nonsmoker can face.
All of them have cravings, of course.
Heather Hnchcock wants to smoke after eating, but more than that, she wants to smoke
when she's upset or angry
Sander>, another part1c1pant, said she even
dreams about smoking. In one dream she
was JUSt snung smoking, she said In an-

Tibbetts made a more surprising change.
When he goes to the grocery store, he no
longer gets in the line where the cigarettes are
located.
Many of them said they no longer associate as much with friends who smoke. "Social
networks just disappeared," said Wilson.
Sanders, too, said she rarely sees her friends
who smoke.
Avoiding people who smoke isn't the solution to escaping cravings though, Fleury
said. "You can't stay away from people who
smoke forever," she said. The biggest challenge is thinking of yourself as a nonsmoker
and getting others to think of you as one,
she added.
Other people still think of the participants as smokers right now .•Wilson said
that when he goes to the gas station where
he usually bought cigarettes before, the clerk
is always ready to hand him a pack of his
brand.
They will think of themselves as nonsmokers though, and the challenge-takers
agree that being part of the challenge w ill help
them stay that way. People will be watching
you, knowing you took part in the C hallenge,
Fleury said to the group. You' ll t hink , "I
can't slip up now."
More than that though , the effort put into
quitting smoking will he lp challenge participants to not smoke, t hey said. "You do n't
put all your work and effort into so mething
just to say 'screw it,"' said Wilson.

Send the graduating seniors congratulations on a job well done!!
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Nat troops through Challenge week seven
Natalie Stephenson
Reporter

Well, it's been six weeks now, and
little has changed. I'm still having bizarre dreams, for one thing. Last night,
I had one that involved Benicio Del
Toro, an ice skating competition, and
an endless plate of candied yams. It
could have been great, except that I
hate yams.
I still smoke sometimes when I'm
really stressed. Sometimes, I'll have
one when I'm out with friends. But I
must admit, the indiscretions are

fewer, and there have been other
changes in my life that have freed me
up a little. The
or-

ange-butted monkey I call addiction
has moved off my back, and is now
only tying my shoelaces together once
in awhile.
I've noticed that little
changes are starting to happen. I don't think about
smoking much anymore,
and it has freed my
mind to obsess
over other things.
Fortunately, the
things I obsess
over now aren't go-

ing to kill me, and

Get the word out

to

in some cases, such as getting some
exercise in every day, the new obsessions are going to be good for me in
the long run. I no longer feel so much
foreboding when I see the scary smoking ads on TV. I can do less laundry
because my clothes don't get stinky as
quickly. And my sense of smell has
become extremely acute. I was out
walking with a friend of mine the
other day, and these guys were heading our direction. At about 50 yards, I
got this unbelievable whiff of cologne. It was unreal. One of those
guys, or maybe all of them, had to
have bathed in it or something. l
turned to my friend and made a comment about it, and she didn't even
smell it. I mean, it was an honest-togoodness stench. [Note to guys: this
is a majorturnoff, so stop it already!]
One thing I've noticed that is not
so good is how bad my teeth look
after almost six years of smoking. I'm
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beginning to become much more interested in tooth whitening products.
There are these strips out now that are
supposed to work wonders, but to
me they just look like someone cut
some scotch tape into little rectangles
and put them in boxes. I mean, what
are we, idiots) I guess so, because I've
already bought some and I think I see
a difference already. Maybe it's just the
gleam of the tape.
Seriously, if there is one little nugget of wisdom I may be allowed to
deposit in the litter box of life, it is
thjs: don't start smoking. if you are
lucky enough to have made it this
far witho u t
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trying them, stay as far away from them
as possible. Because in most cases I
can guarantee that you will unwittingly
get hooked. Nobody ever tries that
first nasty cigarette and thinks, "Gee,
I'd like this to be my next lifestyle
choice." You juSt gradually get used
to them, and then you start to like
them, and then you start to need them.
It's kind of like how I reacted to Faith
Hill. Believe me, you don't see 1t commg.
For my comrades out there who
know the siren song of Sweet Lady
Nicotine, who answer her call ag:u.n
and again in the silence of the night, I
have two things to say. First, it's not
impossible to quit. Nothing is impossible. You can do it. Second, start
thinking about those ads you see on
TV. Start thinking of family members who are now or have suffered serious pain and even death from their
addictions. Start thinking of your future family, and what you want to be
to them. You can't be a good
mommy or daddy if you are blowing
smoke in your kid's face.
· As a close friend of mine frequently
reminds me, whatever we do to our
bodies now will affect us, for good or
bad, 10 or 15 years down the road.
We are approaching the age where we
are beginning to realize that life 1s not
going to go on forever. Some of us
are even beginning to understand that
we have control over the decisions we
make, and that whatever -o.•e send out
into tbe world, be it an action or a
thought or a puff of smoke, will come
back to us m the end. We all ha,·e a
certain amount of control over what
happens to us. Use it. Don't leave It
all up to chance, or fate. Maybe rnu
won't get cancer and die 1f vou smoke
your whole life. Maybe. But the
chan es are pretty high that you will.
There is nothing glamorous ahout
that kind of death, nothing that is really worth the temporarv satisfacuon
of the smoke.
If it helps, think of 1t this wav·
have you ever seen that TV ad whe~e
the lt,lian guv goe · md v1s1ts the
sweet little old !adv ,ll her home .md
brings her lunch, ·and sings her the
badly off-ke} love song> And n'so sad bec.rnse he's her onh \ 1snor
all dav? \\ ell, )'OU know v. h.n the
saddest \h1ng is> Thi old !adv
wouldn't have to sn ,n her hou,
and v.·an for her na ·t, bo. tun h if
1t v.eren't for th,· l.t<t tlut he
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hese books ...
Natalie Stephenson
R,p:,rtr:r

Okay, you're about to get your
degree, now what do you do? For
most of the graduating seniors
out there, life is about to become
a frantic melee of resume writing
and job interviewing until the
right job comes along-or any job
comes along. It can all be pretty
overwhelming.
Fortunately, help is available,
and if you're willing to peruse one
more book before you graduate
and you don't have to read anymore, you may find some very
beneficial advice in these books,
which are two of the best of their
kind. It's not your parents' job
market, and these volumes have
up-to-date advice about making
the most of your job search in
today's world.
An entertaining read, full of
anecdotal examples of unusual
career paths, How To Make Use Of
A Useless Degree by Andrew
Frothingham is worth looking
into, especially if you have a degree in one of the more difficult

fields to find placements in, like
sociology or the fine arts. Subtitled Finding Your Place In The
Postmodern
Economy,
Frothingham's contention is that
the job market is changing so
much and so rapidly that today's
job seeker must be flexible and
willing to approach her future
with an open mind. Ever considered becoming a busker? Maybe
you should, according to this
book, if you spent four years
studying Stage Movement.
How To Make Use Of A Useless
Degree will be of the most value
to the job-seeker that already
knows herself pretty well, but just
isn't sure what to do after school
is over. It is a well-written book
that is fun to read, and has many
interesting and original ideas of
how to create your own work.
However, if you need more direct ion, more advice about job
searching and interviewing, or a
deeper exploration into what your
calling is, you may want to read
this next book.
A classic in its genre , Whal
Color ls Your Parachute? by Rich-

ard Nelson Bolles is the job
seeker's Bible, and is revised every
year so, although it is never totally new, it is always up-to-date
with the latest information. The
2001 edition, like many of the
more recent editions of the book,
contains much more material on

the job search than earlier editions
did. Much of it is full of information about job-hunting strategies [what works and what
doesn't,] alternatives to traditional job hunting approaches,
and interviewing tips and tricks.
The other half of the book
goes in-depth into exploring the
job hunter's skills and preferences, and using the Flower Diagram in Appendix A, paints a literal picture of her ideal career.
This book is ideal for the graduate who wants to make sure that
she finds the right job, not just
any job. It is a classic for a good
reason-it works.
Bolles also offers several companion volumes to his popular Parachute book, including job Hunting
Tips For The So-Called Handicapped
And People With D,sabdit,es and How

To Find Your Mzmon !n Life. The
former contains sections entitled
"Four Reasons For Hope" and "The
Fears An Employer Has When Interviewing People With Disabilities.• It is an honest look at the
special problems people with disabilities face when looking for work,
and contains many positive and practical suggestions for making the
most of one's abilities and allaying
fears that a disability may create in
the mind of the potential employer.
It also has many tips on what reasonable accommodations one can
expect an employer to make, and
what kinds of coping mechanisms
the job-hunter should create for
herself before going on interviews.
How To Find Your Mission In Life
is specifically for those who are interested in exp loring the spiritual
side of career choosing, in finding a
vocation rather than just a job. In
the book, Bolles helps the reader
explore the question, "What were
you put on this earth to do?" with
a more spiritually based exploration
system than in his main guide, What

Color ls Your Parachute? However, 1t
is also a great companion to Parachute and works well with the techniques in that book as well.
Although the Frothingham
book was not in the campus bookstore as of this writing, all of the
Bolles books are available there, as
well as at most booksellers nationwide. The bookstore also carries a
number of job hunting, interviewing, and resume writing guides. On
your next trip to the bookstore,
check out the "Great Jobs For..."
series, with books for different specific majors including Anthropology, Biology, Communications,
History, Psychology, Liberal Ans,
and Math , among others. Another
good series the bookstore carries is
the "Careers For. .. ,, series, which is

more interest-specific, with titles like
"Film Buffs and Other Hollywood
Types," "Night Owls and Other Insomniacs," and "Travel Buffs and
Other Restless Types."
Go ahead, read just one .more
book before you graduate. I promise you'll thank yourself for it later.

1HE N.W.'5 FAVORITE DANCE CLU6

OJ)f
A FESTIVAL
OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA & FILM
STUDENT WORK
Each evening is a
substantially different
program.

P A T / 0 ~~l/a-'F/E-S
AW.5OME [J/lN/".5 & _.,PEL/AL S
ALL SUA4/14EH LONu

JUNE 7, 8 & 9
7:00-8:30 PM

SCREENING ROOM 101
RTV BUILDING
Eastern Washington University

i1ciV1-<.~ss~ol'\. ,s

free.

IE/ & OVER WITH VAl/0 I 0

4700 Se/(tU Way C.tlA (208) 6?6-9938

www.rllepowerhaus.com
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Canada Trippin' : How to have fun, under 21
Joy Wysong
R,po,1U

Memorial weekend is the perfect time for college students
to go out and have a good time. Instead of sticking around
and honoring a day, which is completely American, a group
of five people, including myself, headed up to Canada where
things are ... a bit more laid back regarding alcohol. After a
surprisingly simple crossover into Canada, followed by speed
limit signs using the metric system, we saw a number of
students from surrounding universities . During our two
days in Nelson and a trip to Ainsworth Hot Springs we got
the break we needed from the everyday stress ... and a little
education.
Just before we left Cheney a member of our group recalled
a rumor concerning a law that was apparently taking effect in
our neighboring country up north. "I was under the impression that alcohol wouldn't be given to minors from the United
States if you were underage at the time this law went into
effect,• she remarked. This rumor was immediately laid to
rest when we presented the rumor to a local Nelson city bartender, who owned a popular establishment named Mike's.
"I've never heard that, that's ridiculous .•
A "Beer and Wine" store manager named Dani was, to say

Home Stretch:

the least, surprised to hear such an idea, "Lies, all lies!" she
yelled, frighteningly resembling Frau Farbissina, "I would
expect something more along the lines of graduated licensing in the United States, but nothing
new here in Canada." This woman had also
lined the five of us up at the door and carded us
just to allow us to look at alcohol that can be
found at any local grocery store in the United
States.
Naturally, refusing alcohol to people the United
States considers to be underage would limit a great
deal of business the country sees from tourists looking to have a good time they couldn't have at
home ... at least not legally.
As an American citizen who can't legally drink,
I'm not saying I condone drinking to have a good
time or try to detract from everyday stress. However, if drinking is legal somewhere near where an
individual lives, what's to stop him or her from
taking a short trip to a place where it's legal, safe
and money goes farther?
I was surprised at how simple it is to re-enter
the United States. Not only did security fail to
check our identification but also omitted a search

of the vehicle to save time. This may be a precautton that
seems excessive, but ll is mll illegal for people under 21 to
possess alcohol in the United States.
The five of us tried not to laugh when hearing Canadians pronounce words such as "sorry"
or "about" and use expressions like "eh.• Yet,
we realized that many Canadians find our legal
drinking age to be iust as ridiculous, 1f not more
so. One store manager commented on the subject," Americans can drive cars that could be deadly,
but can't drink. It's nice that here in elson everything is just about walking distance, but it doesn't
mean that people don't drive responsibly, and we
don't mind that the drinking age is nineteen.•
Perhaps laws in the United States truly are completely backwards. These laws give more responsibility to people at a younger age while denying the
rights ad ults-in a number of other countries-enjoy
on a regular basis. It is surprising to see that the
United States would rather catch minors drinking illegally and enforce the law after the fact, as opposed
to giving those people the legal right to do so and
the same responsibility they are given when issued
a drivers license.

Big Tobacco, Faberge eggs and Baby GAP. Oh my! The Easterner's number one quitter on how not to spend the end of your life.

From page 9
smoked her whole life, got emphysema, and
went broke buying cigarettes with her Social
Security money, and now she is hooked up to
an oxygen tank all the time and can't join the
other se ni ors for Tuesday Bingo and Swing

Dance night. The reason that the highlight
of her day is lunch is because Big Tobacco
decided that ruining lives and murdering millions of people was a small price to pay to be
able to get Wifey that new Faberge Egg she
likes so much, and keep little Tiffany in Baby
Gap. Don't be their next victim. Unless you

want to spend your twilight years waiting for
a lukewarm carton of milk and a turkey sandwich to be delivered to your home by some
fat Italian guy who thinks he's Tony Bennett,
get off the cancer sticks!
Just start thinking about it. Before you
light up your next cigarette, think of some-

one you love. Be aware of what you are
doing to yourself. Remember, if you just
can't do it on your own, the Health and
Wellness office is planning on another
Smoking Challenge next year, so you could
be the next Survivor. Good luck, and ·weer
Dreams.

11111 Summar camps 2001
Athletic Department Camps:
June 19-23

Football Tearn Camp

June22-24

Women's ~etball Team Camp

June24-28

Football Individual Camp

June25-28

SoccerDay Camp

June26-29

Football T earn Camp II

July22-25

Women's Basketball Day Camp

July28-29

Men's Basketball Tearn Tournament

July 29-Aug 3

EWU Golf Camp

July 30-Aug 2

Men's Basketball Day Camp

Sports Medione Camp
For more infomzatlon, o:d1Judy Crabb in theAthkcic Department at359-2-16J

Other Camps Offered at Eastern Washington University:
June20-23

Drum Major Camp

June24-28

Just for Kix Camp

July 1-6

Iron Wood Throwers Camp

July 1-6

North Idaho Wrestling Camp

JulyS-13

North Idaho Wrestling Camp II

July9-Augl

Stuttering Camp

July 13-18

Washington Wrestling

July21-27

Satori Camp

July 24-27

Universal Dan~e/ Cheer Camp

July 28-31

Uruversal Cheer Camp

Aug 2-5

AugJ-12

EWUJazz.B.1I1dCamp

For more info, callKtrsten Beucher in Event Plamungat359-6S 7

'Visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Friday-June t

This

week

Coeur D'Alene Backpack
Trip: Coeur D'Alene National
Forest through Sunday,June
3. $25 cost includes transportation, equipment, instruction,
and a $15 deposit. Van depans
at 3pm. For more info, call the
Outdoor Program at 359-7920.
Investment Club Meeting:
PUB 357 at 12 p.m.

Saturday- June 2
Dance Force: Theater Build-

ing at 7 p.m. For more information, call Patrick Winters at
359-6129.

Monday- June 4
Women's Bible Study: PUB
302at7p.m.
Howie Day: Mall Area from
11:30-1 p.m. For more information, call Amie at 359-4839
Rock Climbing Self-Rescue
Workshop: EWU Jim Black/
Minnehana Rocks, Spokane
from 3-6 p.m. today and 3-9

May 31, 2oor

_JI...::., w

p.m. tomorrow. $10 cost includes equipment use. For
more information, call the Outdoor Program at 359-7920.

Tuesday June 5
Eagle Entenainment's Last
Blast: Water-tag, a giant slide,
jousting, bouncy boxing, wax
hands and more. 11 a.m.-3
p.m. For more information, call
Kelly at 4839.
Men's Bible Study: PUB 323
at7p.m.

Women's Bible Study: PUB
302 at 7 p.m.

Wednesday.June 6
WYSIWYG- Psychic FairPUB MPR from 7-9 p.m.
Eagle Entenainment's Last
Blast: Water-tag, a giant slide,
jousting, bouncy boxing, wax
hands and more. 11 a.m.- 3
p.m. For more info, call Kelly
at 4839.
EWU Pagan Society: PUB
302 from 1-3 p.m.

EWU Fencing Club: ~
PHASE 266C from 7-9 p.m. 11

Thursday, June z

Lunchtime Luau with
Caribbean Superstars: Mall
Area from 11-2 p.m. For
more info about the luau,
call Dave at 359-2840. For
more information about
the Caribbean Superstars,
call Paul at 255-6515.
EWU Fencing Club:
PHASE 266C from S-7 p.m./

WYSIWYG starts ''Penthouse Live''
Jeremy Kramer
Rqx,rter
The red carpet was rolled out Wednesday
night as Eagle Entenainment showed the first
episode of "Penthouse Live" at WYSIWYG.
The cast showed up in style in a IQ.seat limousine provided by Spokane Limousine. They
then walked down the red carpet, to a round of
applause from the 100 plus people who showed
up to see Eastern's version of "The Real World."
The evening staned with a "Best and Worst
Dressed Contest." Prizes consisted of frames
[ to always remember the moment], and In-Style
Magazines for the style impaired.
The first episode of "Penthouse Live" spent

a lot of time showing the viewers the entire behind the scenes work that was put into the
project. It contained an interview with Executive Producer Melissa Christensen where she explained the concept behind "Penthouse," how
she got the funding for the project and mentioned that about 150 people between all of the
residence halls assisted with the project.
Associate Producer Steve Benram explained
that this idea came up last year but it was
Christensen who put it all together.
The episode also showed never before scene
clips of the cast's audition interviews. Each person answered several questions on tape about
their different beliefs and opinions. We learned
that Trevor Williams was in a boy band in high

school that led to his
obsession with Batman. We also learned that
Phoenix Gabriel's roommate threatened to kill
him at a pany. Also included were taped phone
calls made to the contestants telling them that
they were selected for "Penthouse Live."
Finally, they showed move-in day. From the
moment Berta Houck showed up at 4:50,
through the waiting ... and waiting ... and awkwardness of not knowing the other people, to
the moment Gabriel showed up at 5:16(16 minutes late]. The five then got into the elevator
and as the door closed, the camera faded out.
The premiere was then followed by a shon
question and answer session where Chad Bouma
admitted to a few conflicts [he would not say

what], and a bad habit of
Gabriel's was revealed.
"Penthouse Live" will be shown on Eagle
Vision next fall.
Note: in last week's anicle, I misspelled some
names and left out a few imponant details and
people who were involved in "Penthouse Live."
In the anicle, I spelled Chad Bouma's, Brook
Graham's and Melissa Christensen's names incorrectly. In addition, I left out the two people
that "Penthouse Live" probably would not have
happened without, Directors and Editors Kris
Boustedt and Thomas]. Brown, who sacrificed
a week of their time to be in the Penthouse.

Perhaps we could encourage you to see Schreck ...
floor from its relentless perversion of the Disney
theme parks.
After the fairytale characters have been evicted, they
maketheirwaytoShrektheogre'shouseintheswamp
because he was too fearsome to evict. Shrek, voiced by
Mike Myers, is none too happy about his newfound
neighbors. An appeal to Farquaad ends up with
Shrek being sent on a mission to fmd a princess to
marry [more satire in that scenel
Reluctantly paired with his companion Donkey,
voiced by Eddie Murphy, Shrek recovers Princess

f

Fiona [Diaz], has many adventures, and fmds true
love.
The plot itself is not overly original, but the characters malte it highly appealing. The rappon between
MyersandMurphyiswonderlul. Thewritingislargely
comedic, but at times sentimental, therefore making
iteasytoswallow. Also,thecastoffairytalecharacters
makes "Shrek" a loveable movie that .mybody can
relareto.
Kudos to the producers, " hrek" is the best movie
I've seen this year.

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Concerned about STDs?
Questions about Relationships?

ealt...
Crisis Pregnancy Centers
JaddDavis
&p:,,r,,-

The various appealing aspects of the "Shrek, • a
new animated adventure, would emenain anybody.
The movte, which stars the voice talents of Mike
Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz and John
Lithgow, is a fairytale [the greatest fairy tale never told]
that, through brilliant wnting and amazing animauon should uckle the hearts and funnybones of mil-

lions of viewers.
The setting for the story is a medieval kingdom of
sorts. Only there's a problem: there isn't a king. The
ruler,Farquaad. voiced by John Llthgow, must marry
a princess in orderto become a king. As a prerequisite
to his kingship, Farquaad has evicted all of the world's
fairy tale characters man effonto make a perfect kingdom. The movie takes a few searing cuts at Disney
through some noc-=btle saure. The "magic kingdom" of Farquaad's coun had me rolling on the

327-0701
1-888-486-HOPE

Compasswnate, (011fidt·11tii.1{,
)1rnifa6(e to;1m
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May 26
Colorado 5, New Jersey 0

May 29
New Jersey 2, Colorado 1
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Tom Fox

When senior Ryan Cole stuck
his Big Sky-best javelin throw of 2317, he not onlr won the third-straight
ticle himself, bur it capped off a year
in which Eastern athletic individuals and
reams excelled
as one of the
best all-around

universities
that comprise
the Big Sky
Conference.
The fall
was
highlighted
by
Eastern's football team nearly knocking off Fiesta Bowl champion and
fourth-place national finisher, Oregon
Stare 21-19 Sept. 2 at Corvallis, Ore.
The Eagles then won three
games in a row before a crucial 41-31
loss to evenrual second-place national
finisher Montana on Sept. 30 1n the
annual Governor's Cup.
Newly named co-captain of the
2001 season, Alvin Tolliver blocked a
potential game winning field goal to
preserve the Eagles' 20-14 win and
keep them in the running for the Big
Sky Champ1onsh1p.
However coach Paul Wulff and
the Eagles couldn't foresee the -shellacking that the nauon's second-highest scoring offense 1n the natton put
on Eastern's defense Ocr. 14 in Boise,
Idaho. The Broncos handed Eastern
its third loss of the season, but two.
of which were non-league losses.
On Fox Sports Northwest on
Oct. 21 the Eagles were stymied b)•
the surprise play of Cal Stare Sacramento senior quarrerback Ricky Ray.
Ray led the Hornets on chree
closing drives that gave Sacramento
Stare the last second field goal win 2522.
The Eagles lost rhe next contest 31-26 at Cal State Norrhridge on
Oct. 28.
Eastern finished third in rhe
conference after its 27-24 win at
Hillsboro, Ore.
The Eagles finished behind
Montana and Portland State and cied
Cal State Sacramento.
Senior defensive end Chad
Allen earned first ream AU-;\merican

13

and All-Big Sky honocs with his
record-breaking career at Eastern .
Allen topped former Eagle great
Jim Buzzard (1997) as the all-rime sack
leader at Eastern.
Former Eastern offensive guard
Luke Fritz signed a free agent contract
with the Carolina Panthers of the
National Football League.

TRACK & FIELD
Cole topped two other Eastern
throwers, Eric Boyd and Mike Oien,
and set a personal best (244- 7) with
his throw at the Oregon Invitational
last month in Eugene, Ore.
Oien, too topped an event at
the Big Sky Championships ~lay 20,
with his discus throw of 172-4. The
mark literally won by two centimeters
over Cal Stare 'orthridge's John
Dagata.
Oien also placed third in the
hammer throw with a heave of 193-8,
which 1s fourth best in school history.
Senior fast man Jonnie Williams sprinted to his fourth conference
champ1onsh1p in Pocatello, Idaho,
when he won the 100-meter race with
a time of 10.59.
The success of the above mentioned athletes gained Eastern a rhirdplace finish, its best for a men's team.
Junior Kun Kraemer earned
national status in March when he
leaped 25-3 ¼ at the conference indoor
championships.
Kraemer was bothered with a
torn hamstring, but finished third at
the outdoor championships at 23-9

file photo

A Kicker Troy Griggs was the conference's top kicker last fall.

½.
BASKETBALL
The men's basketball team had
a new look this season with first-year
Eagle coach Ray Giacolem, and a rough
road to follow after the 1999 Big Sky
co-champ1onsh1p season.
However the Eagles contended
w1th national prominenr teams,
Gonzaga Nov. 17 at Reese Court 7465 and defending national champion
Michigan Scare Nov. 25 83-61 in Lansing, Mich.
The Eagles than won two nonconference games over San Jose State
71-62 and Cascade College 100-68,
before going into a three-game funk.
Eastern lost ro Cal Poly 87-81, elite

See review on page 14

APPLY NOW!!
Egg Donors newed.

$2500 Compensation
per retr:i val. Small time

co:m.mitment..
Anonymous program.
Call now for recorded
information.
Northwest Andrology
509-232--0134

·~~

lf!istt us at www.easterneronftite~com
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Review:

Men 's basketball finished second

Frompage13
e1gh, Kansas Scare 70-56 Dec. 16 and
Oregon Smee 58-50, before winning
at Idaho 73-66 and Montana 78-76 in
double overtime on Jan. 6.
Eastern sandwiched 1 l wins in
its las, 15 games, but lost -3-58 on
March IO in what proved to be the Big
Sky Conference championship game.
Senor Chris \X'hite excelled this
season to earn first ream all-conference
honors along with teammate 1\aron

Olson.
\X 'h1te scored a season high 30
points i\farch I in rhe t\vo-poinr loss

(86-84) at Cal State Northridge.

TENNIS
Ryan l\loran was named ro the
second-team All-Big Sky Conference
1
for his efforts this last seaso n s tennis
success.
W omen

VOLLEYBALL
The Lady Eagles finished another stellar year in volleyball, bu,
missed its third-srrnighr appearance in

the NC,\J\ championship tournament when it lose in the conference
semifinals.

BASKETBALL
.& Eastern's volleyball team missed the NCAA tournament after a run at the national ranks.

Eastern's women's baskerball
team finished sixth and competed in
the conference tournament fo r the sec-

and head coach Jocelyn Pfeifer wasterminated after the season.
Wendy Schuller was hired to rake
the rems and glllde the Eagles in the
200 l season and beyond. Schuller
coached ar Northwestern State Uni\ ers1ty 1n Louisiana for n111e seasons.
Heather Thoelkc's last-second
shot bear Cal State North ridge Jan. 20
at Reese Court.

SOCCE R
The soccer team f-imshed with a
losing: record, but ,rs best e,·er.
The Lad)' Eagles faced some
toL1gh competition and ended with a
7-11-0 record overall and 1-6-0 m
league.

TRACK & FIELD
Freshman Jenn)' Sargeant finished seco nd in the 1avelin with a
throw of 137-0, after ~fontan• State's
Wendy Lambert finished at 152-6.
Senior Kim Van Oalsem placed
third in the high 1ump (5-7) and Kelli
Holloway (157-7) broke the school
record in the discus, but finished second. The sophomore,s throw was a
personal record by IO feet and her best
this yea r by 13 feet.
Audum n Deda continued to
break her own schoo l record in the po le

o nd -strnight season, bur the team

See year on page 15

didn't achieve like it would have liked

Attention!!
Recent or "Soon to be" GRADUATES
Let Appleway Mitsubishi
and Mitsubishi Motor
Credit Association assist
you in the pu rchase or
lease of a new Mitsubishi
Ve hicle

file photo

.& Jenny Sergeant was a consistent performer in the javelin.

•NO MONEY DOWN
•Prefened finance/lease rate
•Eligible Grads can hare up to 90 days
until tbelr first payment!
(a 1.00% APR rate applles)
•No prior credit history necessary
•No co-slgneB n~essary

•Certain restriction$ and ellglblllty
requirements apply

Call Mike Leon at Appleway Mitsubishi TODAY
to fi nd out how you can rewa rd you rself for
years of hard work and de<iication with the
New Mitsubish i of you r choice !

509 -927 -3850 or
800-233 -4434

iJ...
A1>1>len·u,- 1\1 itsubis hi

'Visit us at www.easterneronflne.com
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Eas11rner
wee 1v
major league
power rankings
For I.he week ending May
31.
Seattle again rises to the
top of our poll with I.he
consistent winning. The
Yankees lost to one of the
game's best pitchers in
Wednesday's great duel.

1. Seattle
(39- 12)
2. NYYankees (29-22)
3. Boston
(28-22)
4. Toronto
(26-26)
5. Minnesota (34-16)
6. Cleveland
(33-17)
7. Cubs
(31-20)
8. St. Louis
(29-22)
9. Philadelphia (33-18)
10. Atlanta
(26-26)
11. Milwaukee (27-24)
12. Arizona
(31 -22)
13. LA
(30-23)
14. San Diego (27-25)
15. Florida
(24-27)
16. Oakland (25-26)
17. Detroit
(22-28)
18. Hou ton
(25-25)
19. Cincinnati (20-32)
20.Pinsburgh ( 17-34)
21. Baltimore (24-27)
22. Colorado
(26-27)
23 . San Fran. (26-27)
24. NYMets
(22-3 1)
25.Montreal
(2 1-32)
26. Anaheim
(23-28)
27. White Sox (20-30)
28. Kansas City ( 19-33)
29.Texas
( 19-32)
30. Tampa Bay ( 15-37)

A.Jennifer Paluck was a top scorer.

Year:

Track teams succeed

From page 14
vault. Deda, a Junior, cleared 11 .9 on \fay 4 at
the Sasquatch Distance Carnival at Spokane Falls
Cnmmunny College.
Junior Tara I lulberr finished fifth 1n the
pole va ult with a mark of 9 7 3/, at Easrern's 30''
annual Pulluer Inv1ta11onal Apnl 23.
Senicir Chrimna f lnrn1ng won the long
jump at Pullu er with a leap of 19-0 and Van
Dalsem placed third Ill the high 1urnp (5-3).
Julie ielson finished firsr Ill the discus
with her throw of 149 5, and flolloway (138-8)
and Kane Jacobsen (133-2) finished second and
fourth, respecuvely.

TENNIS
Sarah Bloomgren finished the 2001 cam
paign w1th a second ream AII-B1g Sky Conference selecnon.

GOLF
f'reshman 1-.ellr Gardner finished first an
Inland l;mpire \\'omen's lnr<rcolleg1ate Golf
Tournament at Downnver Golf Course in Spo
kane when she shoe che day's best score of three
under par 69.

Filr photo

A. Jason Humbert returned this year to help the Eagles under the basket.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Would you accept $25 to save
kids' lives?

EMPLOYMENT
Joh Opportunities
Health imJ Nutrilion Company sed:~
motrvared individuals with good people

Donate your life-.s.iving
blood pli.l~ma & receive

skills to train for local expansion ins.al~

$25TODAY

learn numagi:rnenl um.I PR w1,rk.

(f(Jf

approx. 2 l,oonJ

('.ill ur ,-1op hy·
Nab1 Ilmm.,du:al Cc1Jler,
Wea.I 104 J'J ,\,e .• Spvk.m.:

509-624-1252
9621 Easi Srrnguc Ave., Sf101..a.oc

509-926-18 81
Fc.i.:;"\

& U1.maJ11:.m Im.-?~ m..l)' vary .
-. ""w .n11bi..1 om

Call Amber 893-9268 .

•

:'llet:d a nkc place?

I bdrm apt. - :S400; 2 bdmi apt - $503:
J bdrm apt. - $655 .
Sp,iciou~. wi1h wa:,hcr/drycr hook-up~ .
large k1tchem., cabinet.<. ancJ closet,.
Not far from campu . bus and ~hopping,
Ahm 3 bdrm,

EMPLOYMENT
--····-···•

=sTEl'lLING
:

lNTrRNATIONAI.

IN<

Internship Announcement
Sterling lnti:macional is a munufm.:turcr
of cm·lron.mcntally rcsixinsiblc con. umer
pest control product,;. We are currently
seeking n !>Ummcr intern 10 do lnboralOf)'

BEVERAGE SERVERS, DANCERS
& HC>STESSf:S
Need a good summn ur p.irt-timc job IO
re.allzc . our dre.am of :m education ,

while Mill uffon.lmg ~Orne \,r the Juxurie~
you dc\crvc} If you h:wc ''the right

HOUSING

16

siurr·. )'OU can cam 'S500-S 1.000 per
wed.. working a minimum of three ~hilts
at the finc,t adult nighttiub in tht:
:-Jorthwc:,.t. :-Jo c,peritnc.: nccc:~:-.ary.
\Ve tram. Mu~t be 18 or older. Call
St,Llc Linc Showgirl~ ('208) 777-0977 .
alter J:00 pm. 7 days a week.
6670 W. Scltic:c Wav. Stateline, ID

work and field testing of insect traps and
allr.u.:lant., . CarnJitlatc!> ~hould be
avail11bk from 1'.·fay through September
2(X) I , bm lhjs 1:s somewhat flexible. ,\
m11jor in lbc si.:icm.iei; i5 preferrod, a:- well
as previous field or laboralOf)'
e., pericnct::. The .succe.~.sful c:mdidate
mu;.t have tll(:«: own c;u (milc11gc
rcimbur.scd} and a clean driving record.
Pay 1s on an hourly bnsis of 59.00 per
hour. Ar,plicanL~ should send a cover
lcm.:r ;ind rcrnme to che ndtl:rcs~ below

for immediate con~ideralton.
Attn . DeWuyne Welshans
Sterling lnlema1iorml, Inc.
15916 E . Spmgue Ave.

Vcrndule, \VA 99037

2 b;ith m,mufocHm:d home;..,.

1-800-666-6766

Govt- ub 1diz.cd hom,rng at Univcn.Hy

E-mail : welshon,& re:-.cue.com

Place Apanmcnt, taking apphcatiom .
Cheney Real E tate Management at
l 827 Fin.I I I Stn:tl
235-5000

r:.t~I

FlNAL5 \Nc..E.K 15JUNE

th

12-15 !

Visit us at www.easternerontlne.com

